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D E S I G N

OUR USER-CENTERED DESIGNS ARE RESEARCHED IN THE
MARKETPLACE ON THE FRONT END AND VERIFIED WITH
YOUR DESIGNERS, DEALERS, AND CUSTOMERS ON THE
BACK END.
OUR TEAM HAS 40+ YEARS OF INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE TO
GUIDE YOU TOWARD SMARTER BUSINESS DECISIONS AND
BETTER DESIGN CHOICES.
WE DELIVER MORE THAN A PRETTY RENDERING. ICONIC
DELIVERABLES INCLUDE SOLIDWORKS DRAWINGS THAT
MATCH YOUR MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES, PRODUCTS
THAT HIT YOUR TARGETED PRICE POINT, SOURCED
COMPONENTS WITH QUOTES, PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
THAT ARE EASY TO ORDER, AND DESIGNS WITH PATENTABLE
FEATURES TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR PROUDCT FROM YOUR
COMPETITION.
ICONIC STRIVES TO EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS, NOT
YOUR BUDGET. WE DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGE , NOT TO
INFLATE OUR EGOS, AND WE ENJOY SEEING OUR CLIENTS
PROSPER AND SHINE.
CONTACT US ABOUT WORKING TOEGETHER TO MAKE YOUR
NEXT PRODUCT ICONIC.

Jillian Pai & Sean Scott, Iconic Revolution Inc.

I C O N I C R E V O L U T I O N . C O M

jpai@iconicrevolution.com, sscott@iconicrevolution.com

ABOUT I CO NI C

ICONIC REVOLUTION IS A SOLUTION-BASED PRODUCT
DESIGN FIRM WITH SPECIALIZED SERVICES FOR FURNITURE,
FIXTURES, AND ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS.

INDIANA FURNITURE HAS HAD A GREAT START TO
OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH ICONIC REVOLUTION.

THE QUALITY WAS EXCELLENT AND THE NUMBER OF IDEAS WERE MORE
THAN WE EXPECTED.

WORKING WITH THEM TO BRING TRIPLE PLAY
SEATING TO THE COMMERCIAL MARKET AND TO
ENHANCE OUR EXISTING MADERA LINE HAS BEEN
REWARDING AND ENLIGHTENING.

THEIR CREATIVE WORK OFFERED FRESH AND TRENDING DIRECTIONS
THAT WE WOULD HAVE NOT ARRIVED AT ON OUR OWN.
I WILL BE USING ICONIC ON FUTURE PROJECTS AND WOULD HIGHLY
RECOMMEND THEIR SERVICES TO OTHERS WITH OUT HESITATION.

THEY BRING A DILIGENCE AND CREATIVENESS
THAT WILL HELP INDIANA FURNITURE IN THE
NEAR AND DISTANT FUTURE.

DAN HAYES DESIGN
ENGINEERING MANAGER AT GROUP DEKKO

MIKE BLESSINGER
VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES, INDIANA FURNITURE

ICONIC IS A TALENTED PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY AND
A VERY CREATIVE MARKETING
CONSULTANT GROUP.
I HAVE ENTRUSTED THEM WITH
MANY PROJECTS AND THEY
HAVE ALWAYS EXCEEDED MY
EXPECTATIONS.
DAWN BOILEAU
PRESIDENT AT HI5 FURNITURE
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ICONIC REVOLUTION DEVELOPED INNOVATED PRODUCTS AND MARKETING CONCEPTS THAT
INCREASED OUR COMPANY REVENUE AND EXPANDED OUR MARKET SHARE.
THEY PROVIDED MARKETING RESEARCH FOR OUR COMPANY THAT BETTER POSITIONED OUR
PRODUCTS AND PROVIDED US FIRM PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT DIRECTION FOR THE FUTURE.
I CAN STRONGLY RECOMMEND ICONIC TO ANY COMPANY AS A GREAT BUSINESS PARTNER.
RUSS HAYDEN
PRESIDENT AT ELECTRI-CABLE ASSEMBLIES

CLIENTS

ICONIC’S ABILITY TO DEVELOP UNIQUE DESIGNS REALLY EXCEEDED
OUR EXPECTATIONS FOR THE WORK THAT WE ASKED THEM TO DO.

S EAT I N G
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ANOVA SITE FURNITURE
Iconic is currently designing the Airi collection for
Anova Furnishings. Airi is a contemporary line of
new benches, receptacles, and planters.
Airi is a more contemporary version of the Danish
Modern interperetation that will be introduced in
mid-May 2015.
We also created a line of georgeous transitional
benches that follow the Danish Modern style in a
more traditional way.
Each piece was designed with hidden hardware
to target specifications from larger landscape
architecture firms.
Anova has teamed with Hunter Beckham, VP of
ALSA and principal at SWT Designs, a reknowned
landscape architecture firm, to capture the needs
of landscape architects and to provide feedback on
our designs. The union is a win-win for all teams
involved.
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Airi Flat bench design for Anova Furnhings.

OVA SEATING

OVA SEATING

The Ova lounge and ottoman was originally
designed for Hilton Hotels. It was first created in
birch plywood sections that were cut from one 4x8
sheet and laminated together. The design process
was focused on the best yield of sheet material but it
also created a beautifully organic chair with curious
positive and negative shapes to explore.

The Ova lounge and ottoman was originally designed
in birch plywood sections that were cut from one 4x8
sheet and laminated together. The design process
was focused on the best yield of sheet material but it
also created a beautifully organic chair with curious
positive and negative shapes to explore.

We have rendered the chair below in polycarbonate,
making it is much lighter, less of a manufacturing
process, and yielding a better cost of goods that is
suitable for exterior use as well.
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The Ova Lounge in wood is great for indoor
applications, but in polycarbonate, it is much lighter,
less of a manufacturing process, and yields a better
cost of goods that is suitable for exterior use as well.
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CLARKE SEATING™
CLARKE™ was designed for Coriander’s healthcare
offering and launched at Neocon 2014. It is a study
in line, planes and angles. The CLARKE™ seating
collection draws inspiration from the minimal forms
of modern architecture as much as purely functional
considerations of what ideal comfort and style is
meant to be.
The simple silhouette gives CLARKE™ a minimal
elegance that will be a timeless addition to any
interior. The subtle angles and sharp lines create
an architectural presence that finds breadth of
expression in a choice of finishes and standard
fabrics. Finely crafted of high-quality wood structural
components with beautifully finished exterior details
and upholstery, the CLARKE™ seating collection will
coordinate with any healthcare, office or hospitality
interior.
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CLARKE SEATING™
Iconic Revolution offered Coriander two options of
a traditional wood leg and arms or a contemporary
metal sled base and arms. Coriander chose to
manufacture both styles and CLARKE™ was
launched at Neocon 2014.
The line includes a highback, a lowback, and bench
seating. Also added was a modular table and
benching system that ganged together for waiting
room applications.
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THREE STORY SEATING ™
One Seat. . . Three Height Positions.
Three Story Seating™ can multitask from lounge
height to sitting height, and all the way up to counter
height. It lets people choose how and where they
want to work in a mixed-height space. The flexibility
of Three Story Seating™ offers the freedom to join
any group in the room. The height of the group’s
table doesn’t matter, because any chair in the room
will fit right in.
Sans the levers and mechanisms, Three Story
Seating™ is a simple seating solution at a fraction
of the cost. Simply by rotating the seat into different
positions, Three Story Seating™ pairs with 18”high
tables, 29-30” high tables, and 36” high tables. .
or any range in between.
Three Story Seating™ is the perfect fit for mixed-use
rooms, for seating at adjustable-height conference
tables, as a guest chair at an adjustable-height
workstation, and as an extra seat in lounge areas.
-Patents Pending - 100% hand-crafted in the
midwest of USA.
Licensed non-exclusively to Indiana Furniture and
launched at Neocon 2014.
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TUVE SOL SEATING
The Tuve Sol soft seating line provides privacy
to solve business issues on a mobile phone or to
de-stress without the pressure of smiling at every
friendly face that walks by.
The sides can be wood veneer or posh upholstery.
The lumbar cushion can be specified to match the
seat and back or it can be a contrasting pop of color.
This product line was designed by Iconic and is
available to license.
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YHF SEATING
Sustainable design was another important influence
in the conceptualization of the YHF collection. After
exploring sustainability concepts with the (Ova)
collection, we furthered into the process of utilizing
efficient technology to create useful furniture pieces.
The YHF chair represented the next step in that
process, again using efficient and scrap-minimizing
CNC machining, as well as green materials such
as Baltic Birch and a water-based finish to create
functional, beautiful and lasting furniture.
This product line was designed by Iconic and is
available to license.
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YHF SEATING
The YHF chair is a design based on simplicity,
sustainability and economy. The inspiration for the
chair originated from a collaboration project between
Iconic Revolution’s design director, Sean Scott,
and Jeff Tweedy from the band, Wilco. Sean and
Jeff met to design a chair for the annual Celebrity
Chair Auction and they discovered that we both had
an affinity for pared down, practical, yet sensual
shapes and materials. Their discussions of music
and design generated the idea for the minimalist
curves and clean lines of the YHF collection.
The Album YANKEE HOTEL FOXTROT, (YHF) was
a major pivotal work in Wilco’s early music career.
The chair took on the name YANKEE HOTEL
FOXTROT (YHF) and is based on the “NATO
phonetic alphabet” used by the US military.
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TRIPOD CONFERENCE ™
The Tripod Conference Tables have a contemporary
flair that is met with nostalgic posture. The table
top features a arrow-bevelled edge with a crosshair
wood inlay in the white laminate top. The apex of
the tripod is also emulated with inlay as if the base
of the table were piercing the laminate surface.
The Tripod Conference Table is available to license
from Iconic Revolution and can be further developed
into a powered table with access to technology and
cord management.
This product line was designed by Iconic and is
available to license.
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ZIP TABLE BRANDING
The Zip training table was designed for Surfacetech
with maximum mobility, flexibility, and nesting.
A decorative collar with a nameplate hides the pin
or pneumatic height-adjustable mechanism, while
promoting the company’s brand.
Another smart design feature is the mesh-fabric
modesty panel with magnets on the bottom edge
that stick to the steel table legs. When the table
is folded up the modesty panel breaks away and
reattaches when the table top is lowered again.
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THE ZIP TABLE
The Zip Table is the most efficient way to manage
revolving training and meeting environments.
Designed for Surfacetech in Kansas City, it combines
height adjustability from 29 to 34” high with flipping
and nesting capabilities.
The design cleverly masks the height adjustability
mechanism inside a cast aluminum collar.
The Zip Tables™ will minimize reconfiguration time
with their circular ganging method. These convenient
ganging mechanisms disconnect and click-in-place
without visual confirmation.
The Zip Table™ is a user-friendly table that easily
flips into the upright position with a one-handed
maneuver.
Other features include locking casters, optional linkboxes, curved edges,cord management, and an
integrated fabric modesty panel that moves with the
flipping mechanism.
T-base meeting tables are also available with inset
legs to seat people on all four sides of the work
surface. Also, notice how the trapezoid tables have
angled legs for added leg room.
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BOOMERANG TABLE
The boomerang table was designed for Hi5 furniture
to create multiple table configurations from two table
top shapes and one pie [floating corner piece] that
lock in with a simple twist-activated lock.
The configurations appealed to designers to acheive
the various user-applications by reconfiguring the
room with several table shapes for presentations,
interviews or board meetings.
The design was intended to boost Hi5 table sales so
that customers would purchase three tables rather
than one conference table.
Our tag lines included:
Simple. Hard-working. Gorgeous.
Rotate, reconfigure, and repeat.
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BILLBOARD TABLE
Designed for Surfacetech, the Billboard table offers
the ability to customize the table with colors, finishes
on the table legs and modesty panels. The designer
can select from aluminum or powder coated steel,
to laminate or veneer materials to create a formal
board room environment or to reduce the cost per
table in a training environment.
The anodized aluminum legs sport two interior
raceways that separate power and data. An optional
cord manager routes cords horizontally from table
to table. The curved modesty panel conceals the
underside of the powered link-boxes.
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DOCKING STATION
Created in 2007 for Surfacetech
as an add-on
to the Billboard Table, the Docking Station Raceway
maintained constant power and data, and it securely
stored two laptops per table. The Docking Station
Raceway eliminated the need for mobile charging
carts and it saves 10 minutes of classroom set up
time to line up at a charging cart to be issued a
laptop, and it saved 10 minutes of time to plug the
laptop back in the cart after class was over.
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DOCKING STATION - OPEN
In 2007 when a class consisted of two days in a
lecture hall, and three days in a separate computer
lab, the Docking Station conserved real estate by
optimizing one room for both instructor-led training
and computer training applications.
Always on: The Docking Station supplies constant
power and data without ever unplugging.
Secure: Laptops are secure even when they are in
use. Power cords and security cables from the work
surface can pass into the raceway when the doors
are shut and locked.
The Docking Station stores both laptops and small
CPU’s. It provides access holes to manage any
configuration of cord routing. It accommodates
hardwire or softwire, as well as data and fiber optics.
It offers Chicago and New York options. It meets
category five and six. A translucent panel separates
the user from the wiring and creates a tamper-proof
barrier. The doors may be keyed alike or keyed
separately. The solid aluminum construction keeps
computers secure Overall, the Docking station the
best long-term solution for Technology support.
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HIDEOUT POWER & DATA
The Hideout was designed for ECA to be concealed
within the table leg of a Knoll table. The pop up
power and data is available when needed and it
disappears flush with the work surface when not in
use. Vertical wire management was incorporated
within the table leg.
The Hideout utilizes materials such as a decorative
screen-printed face plate and an epoxy-coated
graphic nameplate on top which hides the internal
hardware and provides a universal picture logo
to express to the user to “push down for power.”
Thus, minimizing the SKU’s and maximizing the
geographical locations where the product can be
sold or licenced by ECA or Knoll.
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AFTON DUO+
Designed for Group Dekko, the Afton has two
receptacles, two USB ports, and an A/V port.
The curved face shields the technology from view,
while acting as a write-on memo board. We had
also proposed using the Visual Magnetics™ brand of
product that would allow the face to be an image, a
nameplate, or a wood veneer or other textile finish.
The finishes are magnetic and can be easily changed
with new employee names or other textiles.
The Afton Duo is a portable unit that can be mounted
to a work surface or used as a freestanding power
box. It is meant to be used in multiple environments.
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ASHLEY DUO+
The Ashley Duo+ is a power and USB unit that can
be used under a work surface, on top of a work
surface, as a stand-alone box, or even inserted into
soft-seating using a bezel.
The design has clean lines and polished aluminum
mounting brackets. Smooth polycarbonate receptacle
faces maintained our design intent with inset power
and USB receptacles.
Contact Group Dekko for more product information.
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BRIMFIELD POWER & DATA
The Brimfield Power box was designed to be elegant
and affordable. It was engineered without springs
or mechanical parts for lifetime durability and costeffectiveness in training or conference rooms tables.
Simply lift the Brimfield up using the inlet to plug in
your device. The design of the power box allows
cords from your phone or tablet to exit onto the work
surface while the unit is closed.
Contact Group Dekko for more product information.
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HUDSON HOOD
The Ashley Duo+ needed a way to conceal the hot
mess of plugs as a surface-mounted unit, while
allowing cords to flow to their prospective devices.
Retitled the Hudson Hood, customers can get the
benefits of two power receptacles and two USB
ports with a clean desktop.
Contact Group Dekko for more product information.
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INDIANAFURNITURE: MADERA
Iconic recently re-designed Indiana Furniture’s
number one selling casegoods line to update the
look and appeal to its more transitional customers in
the banking and higher educational offices.
We also added power, cord management, lighting,
organizational components, and we integrated height
adjustability of the workstations for sit to stand.
For now, here is a vague view but you can see the
New Madera line introduced at Neocon East 2015.
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+ VANTAGE
The 45 degree bold angles and monolithic presence
of the Vantage collection are design elements that we
have never encountered in the contract casegoods
market.
The breadth of the work surfaces are repeated in
the plinth that compliments the thin, bevelled edge
of the wood trim. The combination and placement of
the materials create a rich, luxurious feel with cost
effective laminate work surfaces.
The hollowed cubby and the angled wing shelves
that pierce through the upright support generate an
interesting contrast between positive and negative
spaces. The leg of the work surface is unique in that
it is comprised of multiple thicknesses.
The line was named Vantage because it maintains
unobstructed views from an executive’s corner office.
The Vantage Collection is available to license. Iconic
has expanded this concept into open plan, reception
and conference areas, and it is available to license.
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TESLA CONFERENCE
This conference line was designed for Surfacetech
and named after Nikola Tesla, the first inventor that
found alternating current prior to Thomas Edison
that figured out how to sell it.
The name was well suited for our client who was
developing their first powered conference table.
The conference table incorporated The Wave™, that
Iconic Revolution also designed for ECA, to provide
power and data.
Some of the table’s technology features included
horizontal and vertical cord management, and CPU
storage with access inside the table bases.
Iconic designed the conference room suite to be a
solution that would offset some of the company’s
high demand for custom-engineered specials that
required a lot of their time and resources.
The table features a standard base with optional
inserts such as back-painted glass, laminate, or
perforated metal that provides CPU ventilation.
This was the company’s first proprietary conference
line. In addition to being original and beautiful, the
Tesla Conference line also delivered a powered
table option for their sales team and customers.
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THE WAVE POWER & DATA
Iconic designed the Wave Power and Data Center
in 2008 for ECA to elevate the appearance of
the industry-standard steel, black, powder-painted
box that spoiled the beauty of a gorgeous wood
conference table.
We incorporated an aluminum frame and frosted
glass doors that opened and closed with a slow,
resisted-drop movement. We also added an internal
LED light to illuminate the inside of the power box
when it was opened, so that participants could plug
in their laptop without turning the lights on during a
presentation.
The bottom connector plate of the Wave was formed
to resemble a shallow wave with smooth edges,
rather than a deep box with sharp corners that hurt
your knees when you pulled up to the table.

CONCEALED CPU BASE
When designing the Tesla conference table, Iconic
was the first to use the table base as a space for
a CPU or data hub. We offered multiple finishes
on the table base inserts. Shown here is a frosted
glass, but we also offered a perforated steel insert
to provide circulation for the electronics.
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DIVISION CREDENZA
The Division Credenza was designed for a highend residential client and has grown into an entire
collection of storage and accessories for conference
rooms.
The collection features laminate or veneer with
alternating wood grain directions, and sleekly styled
handle pulls.
The Division Credenza is shown here on industrial
wheels that can mobilize the food and beverage
service between different rooms.
The later versions offer contract casters, cleats to
optionally be suspended from the wall, electrical
options to support technology, and a choice of
frosted glass panels.
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STERLING COLLECTION
The Sterling Collection was designed for Mayline and
was introduced at Neocon 2015. The line consists
of executive, open plan, reception, conference, and
occasional products that are designed, engineered
in CAD and rendered.
The executive u-shape features non-handed hutch
supports that add various organisational tools. The
return has an option to assemble at sitting height or
typing height depending on user preferences. The
floating hutch is available with a pinboard or without
a panel to preserve window views and natural light.
The resin panels have optional color and pattern
selections to select from, or they can be specified
as COM if the customer would like to upgrade to a
3form product. The panels provide modesty below
the work surface and sliding doors over the hutch.
Sterling components were designed to be robust
with thick, knife edges that are juxtaposed with a
plinth and chrome standoffs to give the casegoods
line a lighter perception with floating work surfaces.
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STERLING DUAL STATION
The Sterling dual workstation better shows the
hatchet shaped work surfaces that became a design
element throughout the line. Work surfaces that are
curved like a car console was the inspiration that
transferred to perfect feel while sitting behind a desk.
In addition, Iconic addressed problematic storage
issues like the pencil drawer that typically becomes
a knee-knocker under the work surface. Rather
than impede the height adjustment of the user
in their chair, we relocated the drawer just under
the hutch. Standing up to grab a pen provides an
ergonomic break from being sedentary in a chair.
The contents in the back of the drawer are visually
more accessible eye level, and the extra thickness
added to the substantial feel of the product line.
This line was just introduced at Neocon 2015 in the
Mayline showroom.
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STERLING COLLECTION
The Sterling Collection for Mayline offers furniture
for executive, occasional, reception, conference, and
open plan areas.
The executive u-shape features non-handed hutch
supports that add various organisational tools. The
return has an option to assemble at sitting height or
typing height depending on user preferences. The
floating hutch is available with a pinboard or without
a panel to preserve window views and natural light.
The resin panels have optional color and pattern
selections to select from, or they can be specified
as COM if the customer would like to upgrade to a
3form product. The panels provide modesty below
the work surface and sliding doors over the hutch.
Sterling components were designed to be robust
with thick, knife edges that are juxtaposed with a
plinth and chrome standoffs to give the casegoods
line a lighter perception with floating work surfaces.
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RIVELI SHELVING DISPLAY
Riveli was designed developed for Lake and Wells
LLC in Chicago. Riveli is a unique aluminum wallmounted shelving and display system with resisteddrop pivoting shelves and interchangeable magnetic
panels to display artwork, branding, or textiles. Riveli
was designed jointly by Iconic Revolution and Lake
+ Wells LLC who holds US and Intl patents, and it
has won the best of show at ICFF, the Dwell Show,
and it was one of the top ten international finalists in
the IDEA awards by IDSA.
Our clients include Clinique, Samsung, Hershey,
Krispy Kreme, Seagrams, Grainger, World Kitchen,
Amazon, and the American Medical Association,
proving that good design generates great customers.

DIVISION CREDENZA
The floating Division Credenza is featured in a
straight grain cherry veneer with drawers, doors, and
cubbies. The overall dimensions were designed to
be long and lean, especially to create the landscape
configuration with two credenzas mirrored together.

YHF BAR STOOLS
The YHF bar stools shown on the right build on
the product line along with the YHF chairs in wood.
The solid wood construction is extremely durable
and great for hospitality applications. The shape of
the curved low-back style is very comfortable and
supports good posture.
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RIVELI DESIGN FRAME
The design frame is a formed sheet metal addition
to the Riveli System. It acts like a frame so the
customer can insert laminate, hide, leather, veneer,
carpet or other textile swatches for display in
showrooms, or just to change the look of the room
from a graphic image to texture and color.
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RIVELI SHELVING FOR RETAIL
Riveli was designed and developed with Lake and
Wells LLC captures the customer’s eye and transfers
a fashionable image into an emotional desire for the
product featured on the shelf.
The Art Shelf™ displays magnetic images that are
easily changed at the store level for a weekend flash
sale, for new product promotions, and to spread
seasonal inspiration. The magnetic image panels
can be stored and reused to help reduce a store’s
annual printing costs and lessen their environmental
footprint.
The Design Frame™ magnetically sticks to the Art
Shelf™ and displays textiles in multiple color ways
which allows the customer to touch the fabrics
without opening the packaging. Each shelf folds up
when inventory levels are low so that the customer
perceives the added image branding rather than
empty store shelves.
The artwork panels are extremely durable and the
images do not fade in the sun for three years or
more.
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RIVELI SHELVING DISPLAY
The modular design fits any wall size and even
frames out a flat screen television. Riveli supports
the videoconference camera at eye level for a more
genuine person to person conversation.
The magnetic images flaunt the company’s branding
and the shelves display their latest products for
visitors to see. The display can easily be changed
to visually refresh the room.
Riveli’s success is the ease of customization to any
company, hotel, hospital, school or residence. Riveli
displays art, branding, whiteboard, hide, mirror,
veneer, resin, fabric, and even wall paper without
the commitment!

DIVISION CREDENZA
The floating Division Credenza featured in white
laminate with frosted glass doors adds a contemporary
contrast to a traditionally wood conference room.
The frosted glass doors hide audio visual equipment
while making them accessible to remote controls.

THE WAVE POWER & DATA
The serene frosted glass door of the Wave simply
blends into the space while discretely offering power
as needed.
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SEE MORE WORK ON OUR WEBSITE ICONIC REVOLUTION.COM
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